Five happy children travelling in the bus
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 look at us!
Buckled up safely in our seats
Travelling up and down all the roads and streets.
Is that my mum out the window I spy?
Time to go home now
Bye bye!

Four happy children travelling in the bus
1, 2, 3, 4 look at us!
Buckled up safely in our seats
Travelling up and down all the roads and streets.
Is that my aunty out the window I spy?
Time to go home now
Bye bye!

Three happy children travelling in the bus
1, 2, 3 look at us!
Buckled up safely in our seats
Travelling up and down all the roads and streets.
Is that my dad out the window I spy?
Time to go home now
Bye bye!

Two happy children travelling in the bus
1, 2 look at us!
Buckled up safely in our seats
Travelling up and down all the roads and streets.
Is that my grandma out the window I spy?
Time to go home now
Bye bye!

One happy child travelling in the bus
Me and the bus driver, look at us!
Buckled up safely in our seats
Here we go now turning into my street.
Is that my uncle out the window I spy?
Time to go home now
Bye bye!

No more children travelling in the bus
We’re all safely home without any fuss.
It’s time for dinner and a bath and a rest,
See you tomorrow on the bus, it’s the best!

(Use the names of your children’s special grown-ups in this rhyme)
**FIVE HAPPY TRAVELLERS**

* A Kids and Traffic passenger safety counting chant  

* Bring this safe journey to life!  

* Use these pictures and background scene to accompany the chant ...  

---

**Make it your own!** Extension ideas;  

- Replace our photos with pictures of the children in your group buckled up safely (see fact sheet – “Guidelines for using passenger safety photos” page ... of the resource book).  
- Change the names of the grown-ups in the chant to suit children’s families  
- Children can draw their own houses and/or pictures of your children’s service in the empty boxes provided. Alternatively, use photos of the children’s houses and your centre instead  
  
**TIP:** Ask families to email you the suggested photos so they can be cropped to fit the bus and background template before printing and laminating.
To complete this bus;

- Print, cut out, laminate then trim the excess plastic
- Stick paddle pop sticks to each wheel (as shown in photo) so it can be held up
- Stick a Velcro dot on to each window (this will allow you to stick on photos or drawings later).
• Children in your group can draw pictures of themselves **buckled up safely** in the boxes provided
• OR ... use the page to glue/copy and paste photos of children buckled up safely.
• Once complete, laminate then cut out each box and place a Velcro dot on the back of each picture.
• Children take turns to have their drawing/photo included on the bus template.
- Children in your group can draw pictures of their houses in the boxes provided
- OR ... use the page to glue/copy and paste photos of their houses.
- Once complete, laminate then cut out each box and place a Velcro dot on the back of each picture.
- Children take turns to have their drawing/photo included on the background template.
• Children in your group can draw pictures of their houses in the boxes provided
• OR ... use the page to glue/copy and paste photos of their houses.
• Once complete, laminate then cut out each box and place a Velcro dot on the back of each picture.
• Children take turns to have their drawing included on the background template.